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 - VS- 

1. MONTU SK. 

2. BASIRUL SK. @ ISLAM 
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FOR THE DEFENCE           : MR. ROFIQUL ISLAM, LEARNED ADVOCATE. 
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                                           18.07.2018. 

ARGUMENT HEARD ON     :  08.04.2019, 06.05.2019. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON:   20.05.2019. 

 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. The instantcasewas set into motion through aFirst Information Report 

(hereinafter referred to as FIR) lodged by one Md. Amir Ali against the 

accused persons above named and 5 (Five) other individuals. The informant 

had stated inter alia that on 27.06.2009 at about 09:30 AM, his wife SonaliBibi 

was travelling from his old residence towards his new residence at Bhimapara 

village. On her way, as she reached the BhimaparaIdgahMaidan, the accused 

persons named in the FIR appeared in front of her with sharp weapons in 
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their hands. The accused persons surrounded her and snatched away her Gold 

and Silver ornaments. The miscreants then cut her hand with their sharp 

weapons with the intention to end her life. As the informant’s wife made 

desperate cries for help, her sons Sonallah Sk. and Abdul Mazid rushed to the 

place of occurrence. The accused persons assaulted the informant’s sons with 

the sharp weapons in their hands, thereby causing grievous injuries on various 

parts of their bodies. Their lives were spared after the arrival of the nearby 

people to the place of occurrence. While the nearby people caught hold of the 

accused Montu Sk., the other accused persons managed to escape. Hence, 

the informanthad prayed for an investigation into the matterand necessary 

legal action against the accused persons. 

 

2. The FIR was received and registered by the Officer in Charge of the South 

SalmaraPolice Stationvide South Salmara Police Station Case No. 114/2009 

under sections147/148/341/326/379 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 and it 

was subsequently investigated by the assigned Investigating Officer. 

 

3. On completion of investigation, the investigating authority had submitted 

Chargesheet against theabove namedtwo accused persons and one Chandu 

Sk., thereby implicating them for an offence punishable under 

Sections341/325/326/34of The Indian Penal Code. 

 

4. The accused persons entered appearance after service ofprocesses upon 

them.They were subsequently released on bail. Chandu Sk., who was one of 

the charge sheeted accused in this case, expired during the pendency of the 

case. Hence, the proceedings against him were abated. The remaining two 

accused persons wereprovided with copies of all the relevant documents, in 

compliance of section 207 of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. After 

perusal of the materials on record and after having heard the two sides,the 

then learned Presiding Officer of this court found sufficient grounds to 

presume that the accused personsare involved in the commission of an 

offence punishable under sections341/325/326/34 of the Indian Penal Code. 

Accordingly, the charges under the said sections of law were framed against 

the accused persons. The charges were read over and explained to the 
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accused persons, to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

Thereafter, summonses were issued to the witnesses for the prosecution. 

 

5. The prosecution examined as many as 12 (Twelve) witnessesincluding the 

Informant and the Medical Officer of this case. The prosecution failed to 

secure the presence of one of the two Investigating Officers of this case, 

inspite of repeated adjournments being granted to them. Finally, after 

considering the repeated defaults of the prosecution, the old pending nature 

of the case and nature of the evidence on record, further prosecution 

evidence was closed. The defencestatements of the accused personsunder 

Section 313 ofThe Code of Criminal Procedure wereduly recorded, in which 

they plainly denied all the incriminating facts in evidence against them and 

asserted their complete innocence. On being asked, the accused persons had 

refused to adduce any evidence in theirfavour. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

(i) Whether on 27.06.2009 at about 09:30 AM, the accused 

personshad wrongfully restrained Mrs. SonaliBibi, who is the wife 

of the informant Md. Amir Ali, in furtherance of their common 

intention? 

 

(ii) Whether on the same date and time, the accused persons had 

voluntarily caused Grievous ‘Hurt’ to Sonaullah Sk., who is the son 

of the informant, in furtherance of their common intention? 

 

(iii) Whether on the same date and time, the accused persons had 

voluntarily caused ‘Grievous Hurt’ to Mrs. SonaliBibiby hitting her 

with sharp/dangerous weapons, in furtherance of their common 

intention? 

 

6. I have heard the learned counsel appearing indefence of the accused persons 

as well as the learned Assistant Public Prosecutor, State of Assamat length,in 

their arguments. The learned defence counsel has referred to certain case 

laws in furtherance of his arguments. I have gone through the cited 
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judgments. I have carefully perused the materials in the case record with due 

emphasis to the evidence adduced by the prosecution. 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS FOR THE DECISIONS: 

 

7. Now let me discuss the evidence on record in order to arrive at proper 

findings as regards the points for determination. 

 

8. PW1 Amir Ali is the informant in this case. He deposed that he knew the 

accused persons. The incident had happened at about 09:30 AM, eight years 

ago. At the time, his wife SonaliBibi was coming back from his ancestral home 

towards his present residence. Then, the two accused persons attacked his 

wife on the road. They tried to rape his wife. Accused Mantu had struck at the 

left hand of his wife with a Dao. The accused Bashirul forcefully embraced his 

wife and assaulted her physically. He (informant) was working somewhere 

else at the time. When his wife raised hue and cry, Samad Ali and Ibrahim Ali 

reached the place of occurrence. When he himself reached the place of 

occurrence, he saw his wife lying unconscious. The accused persons had 

physically assaulted his elder son Sonaullah Sk. Then, Samad, Ibrahim, 

SuratZamal and others nabbed accused Montu Sk. and handed him over to 

the police. The two injured were taken to the Gajarikandi P.H.C. from where 

they were referred to the Dhubri Civil Hospital. His wife and son had received 

medical treatment at the hospital for 17 (Seventeen) days. His son had 

sustained injuries on his back and ears. He was assaulted by the accused with 

Daos and Lathis. Later, he had lodged the FIR. In his cross examination, the 

PW 1 deposed that he is unaware of the person who had written the FIR for 

him. He admitted that he had omitted to state the fact that the accused 

persons had tried to rape his wife in the earlier FIR and in his statement 

before the police. He further admitted that he had falsely implicated certain 

accused persons in the FIR even though they were not involved in the 

incident. He denied the suggestion that the FIR is based on lies. He denied the 

suggestion that he had omitted to state before the police about the accused 

Montu having struck his wife with a Dao and accused Bashirulhaving forcefully 

embraced his wife. There were about 8-9 people in the place of occurrence 

but he could not name them. The clothes of his wife and son were stained in 
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blood but he could not state whether the police had seized them or not. There 

is a Masjid near the place of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that the 

accused persons had not hurt his wife or son and it was them who had tied up 

Montu Sk. and assaulted him due to a previous grudge. They had reached the 

Dhubri Civil Hospital at about 8-9 PM on the very date of the incident. He 

denied the suggestion that he had deposed falsely. 

 

9. PW 2 AbdusSamaddeposed that he knew the informant and the two accused 

persons. The incident had happened at about 8-9 AM. He was working at his 

home during the time. The informant’s wife ran towards the courtyard of his 

house. She was being chased by the two accused persons. Bashirul embraced 

the informant’s wife and pushed her to the ground. The accused Montu had a 

Dao or a Sickle in his hand. A lot of women had assembled there. The 

assembled people separated the two sides. A lot of villagers then assembled 

there and they took Montu towards the North. He had seen the informant’s 

wife bleeding from her hand. During cross examination, he deposed that he 

had not gone towards the gathering at the place of occurrence. He had not 

seen or heard as to who had assaulted the informant’s wife or from where she 

was bleeding. He was working during the time of the incident and hence could 

not go near the place of occurrence. The informant is related to him. He could 

not name the men and women that had gathered at the site. He denied the 

suggestions that he had omitted to state before the police that the informant’s 

wife ran towards the courtyard of his house, she was being chased by the two 

accused persons,Bashirul embraced the informant’s wife and pushed her to 

the ground,Montu had a Dao or a Sickle in his handand thathe had seen the 

informant’s wife bleeding from her hand. He was unaware when the informant 

reached the place of occurrence. He denied the suggestion that he had 

deposed falsely as he is related to the informant. 

 

10. PW 3 Ibrahim Ali knew the informant and the accused persons. He deposed 

that he was working atHatsingimariduring the time of the incident. He later 

heard that Amir Ali’s wife had a cut on her hand. He reached the place of 

occurrence and saw a cut injury on the left hand of the informant’s wife. He 

had not seen any quarrel. He also saw that accused Montu was being taken to 

the police station. The police had never recorded his statement. In his cross 
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examination, he deposed that he cannot state from whom he had heard about 

the incident. He could not state how much later after the incident had he 

reached the place of occurrence. He could not name any of the people that 

had assembled there. He could not say where the accused persons were at 

the time. He is the nephew of the informant. He had not seen the informant 

at the place of occurrence as he was working in a Quarry at Meghalaya during 

the time of the incident. He categorically admitted that he knows nothing 

about the incident.   

 

11. PW 4 SuratZamal @ SuratZamanBhuyan knew the informant and the accused 

persons. He had deposed that he had not seen the incident himself. He had 

heard that the accused persons and the victim SonaliBibi had a quarrel near 

the IdgahMaidan at Bhimapara. He did not see the victim or the accused 

persons at the place of occurrence. He did not know anything else about the 

incident. The police had not recorded his statement.  

 

12. PW 5 SonaliBibi @ Begum had deposed thatthe informant is her husband. She 

had corroborated the statement of her husband (PW 1). She added that the 

two accused persons had forcefully stripped her clothes. When she raised hue 

and cry, accused Montu Sk. tried to cut her on her neck with a sharp Dao. 

When she resisted, the accused stabbed her on her left hand. The cut injury 

was visible. Hearing her cries, her elder son Sonaullah reached the place of 

occurrence and he too was beaten up by the accused persons. OneAdom Ali 

took them to a house from where they were taken to Kukurmara Hospital. In 

her cross examination, she deposed that there was no one else at that place 

during the time of occurrence. She had become senseless and was unaware 

as to who had assembled there later. She regained her senses after 5 (Five) 

days. She denied the suggestion that she had omitted to state before the 

police that the accused persons had forcefully stripped her clothes,accused 

Montu Sk. tried to cut her on her neck with a Dao and when she resisted the 

accused stabbed her on her left hand, her elder son Sonaullah reached the 

place of occurrence and that oneAdom Ali took them to a house. She denied 

the suggestion that the accused persons had not assaulted her or her son and 

that the cut injury on her hand was not caused by the accused. Police had not 

seized her blood stained clothes. Her husband had handed over the Dao to 
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the police while lodging the FIR. She denied the suggestion that she had 

deposed falsely. 

 

13. PW 6 Sonaullah Sk.is the son of the informant. He partly corroborated the 

testimony of his father. He added that his mother SonaliBibi and his younger 

brother Mazid Ali were going together to their new house. Mazid had informed 

him about the incident. He reached the place of occurrence and saw that his 

mother was lying senseless in a pool of blood. When he tried to hold his 

mother, accused Montu Sk. stabbed him on his left shoulder with a Dao and 

he sustained an injury. The cut injuries were visible. He became senseless 

thereafter. In his cross examination, he deposed that the police had not 

recorded his statement. He regained senses on the same day at about 04:00 

PM. They had reached the Dhubri Civil Hospital in the evening. He denied the 

suggestion that he had not sustained any injury from the accused. 

 

14. PW 7 Abdul Mazid @ Mazid Ali is another son of the informant. He deposed 

that he was 9 (Nine) years old at the time of the occurrence.He partly 

corroborated the testimony of his brother (PW 6). He added that the accused 

persons had cut his mother and brother Sonaullah by Dao. He saw that and 

ran away from there. In his cross examination, he deposed that his brother 

Sonaullah was present with his mother at the time of occurrence. All of them 

were going towards their new house. After the assault, he ran to his uncle’s 

house at Kharuabandha and returned 5 (Five) hours later. 10-15 people were 

present at the time of occurrence but he could not name them. His brother 

had sustained cut injuries. His father was in Hatsingimari during the relevant 

time. He denied the suggestions that the accused persons had not cut his 

mother and brother and that he had deposed as per tutoring. 

 

15. PW 8 Abdul Hamid Sk. @ Ahmed Ali knew the informant and the accused 

persons. He deposed that he went to the place of occurrence after the 

incident and saw Sonali and her son in an injured state. Exhibit 1 is the 

Seizure List and Exhibit 1(1) is his signature. During his cross examination, he 

deposed that he had put his signature on the Exhibit 1 at the police station 

but could not state what was written in the paper. He did not know the other 

signatories of the Exhibit 1. He had not seen how Sonali and her son 

sustained injuries.  
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16. PW 9Soker Ali deposed that he has a shop in Hatsingimari super market. He 

heard from someone that Amir Hussain’s wife was injured in Bhimapara. He 

rushed to the place of occurrence and saw that Montu Sk. was being arrested 

by the police. He heard from others that the victim was injured. He visited the 

victim in the Gajarikandi Hospital and saw that she had serious cut injuries. In 

his cross examination, he deposed that he does not remember who informed 

him about the incident. The police had not recorded his statement. Amir the 

informant is related to him. He denied the suggestion that he had not visited 

the victim in the Hospital. He denied the suggestion that he had deposed 

falsely.  

 

17. PW 10 Kalam Sk. had deposed that he had heard that accused Montu inflicted 

a Dao blow to Sonali, the wife of the informant. He rushed to the place of 

occurrence and saw that Sonali had a cut injury on one of her hands. In his 

cross examination, he deposed that he does not remember who had told him 

about the incident. At the time of occurrence, he was having a meal at his 

house which is located 2-3 houses away from the place of occurrence. Police 

had not recorded his statement. He denied the suggestion that he had not 

seen Sonali Begum in an injured condition. He did not see the accused 

persons at the place of occurrence but saw the accused Montu being arrested 

by the police. He denied the suggestion that he had deposed falsely.  

 

18. Dr. Raj Kumar Mahato (PW 11) is the Medical Officer of this case. His 

deposition was recorded via video conferencing. He deposed that on 

23.07.2009, he was posted at the Dhubri Civil Hospital as S.D.M. and H.O. On 

that day, he had examined one Sonaullah Sk. who was admitted in the 

hospital from 27.06.2009 to 14.07.2009. He had found stitched wounds at the 

right parital area of the scalp. One silk stich was seen. Size of the wound was 

5 cm x 1 cm. He found two stitched wounds over left shoulder tip measuring 5 

cm x 1 cm. He also found a stitched wound on the root of neck on the left 

portion with 8 (Eight) number of stitches. He further found bruises over both 

scapular area measuring 5 cm x 2 cm and 5 cm x 1 cm. All the injuries were 

simple and the age of the injuries were 0-24 hours. They were caused by a 

blunt object. Exhibit 2 is the Injury Report and Exhibit 2 (1) is his signature. 

On that very day, he had examined one Sonali Begum. She was admitted in 
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female surgical ward and discharged on 14.07.2009. He had found chop 

wound over her left forearm measuring 5 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm. Bleeding was 

present. X ray of left forearm showed committed fracture of shaft of ulna. The 

injury was grievous in nature and it was 0-24 hours old. It was caused by a 

sharp object. Exhibit 2(2) is his signature. The patients had reported 

themselves for treatment. In his cross examination, he deposed that he 

cannot state who had identified the victims. He denied the suggestion that he 

had mentioned the age of injury of Sonali Begum to be 0-2 hours old. The 

hospital ticket on the basis of which report was prepared was not with him. A 

Radiologist cannot give opinion whether an injury is caused by a sharp or 

blunt object. He denied the suggestion that the injury report has no 

connection with this case. He denied the suggestion that he had not examined 

Sonaullah Sk. and Sonali Begum.   

 

19. PW 12 S.I. Azahar Ali Sk. was working as an attached officer at the 

Kharuabandha Police Outpost on the date of the incident. He was entrusted to 

investigate the case and had accordingly visited the place of occurrence, 

prepared a Sketch Map and recorded the statements of witnesses. He had 

seized a Dao from the place of occurrence. Exhibit 1(2) is his signature in the 

Seizure List. Exhibit 3 is the Sketch Map while Exhibit 3(1) is his signature. He 

had also collected the Medical Report. After the order of his transfer, he 

handed over the Case Diary to the In Charge. In his cross examination, he 

stated that he had not seen the seized Dao in court. He had not seized any 

blood stained clothes from the victim. He had started the investigation on the 

basis of a G.D. Entry. Through his evidence, thedefence proved certain 

contradictions in the versions of certain prosecution witnesses before the court 

as compared to their previous statements during the investigation.  

 

20. In order to prove the charges against accused persons, the prosecution needs 

to establish its case through the oral and documentary evidence at its 

disposal. The success of the prosecution case depends firstly upon the 

believability of the ocular testimonies. In this case, the first witness of the 

prosecution was the informant himself. As is known all over, the foundation of 

the prosecution case is the FIR itself. If we compare the testimony of the 

informant to the FIR, it is seen that are material variations in between the 
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two. While the FIR indicates a collective culpability of a total of 7 (Seven) 

individuals, the informant/PW 1 implicates only two of the accused persons 

who are facing trial. This variation can be understood by the bizarre admission 

of the PW 1 that he had falsely implicated certain individuals even though he 

knew that they had no involvement in the offence. This admission raises 

serious doubts about the believability and sense of responsibility of the 

informant and the genuineness of his story. Thereafter, it is seen that certain 

new facts were introduced during the deposition of the PW 1, facts that find 

no mention in the original FIR. For instance, facts like the accused having tried 

to rape his wife, accused Bashirul embracing his wife and assaulting her, 

presence of Samad Ali and Ibrahim Ali at the place of occurrence and his own 

presence there were not mentioned in the FIR. Conversely, there are facts like 

the accused persons stealing Golden and Silver Jewelry from his wife, 

presence of his younger son Mazid at the place of occurrence, were a part of 

the FIR but were completely omitted in the deposition. Understandably, an 

FIR cannot be expected to be an encyclopedia of the prosecution case. 

However, where there are variations of such magnitude in between the 

deposition and the FIR, a court cannot brush it aside as normal. Speaking of 

Samad Ali and Ibrahim Ali, the informant had claimed that they were not only 

present at the place of occurrence but they had even caught the accused 

Montu Sk. red handed. Contrary to that, Samad (PW 2) claimed that he was at 

his house during the time of the incident and never went to the place of 

occurrence. He further claimed no knowledge as regards the assailants of the 

informant’s wife even though he claimed that the accused persons were 

chasing her. One pertinent point to mention here is that he firstly claimed to 

have seen the informant’s wife bleeding but later stated that he did not know 

from where she was bleeding. As for Ibrahim (PW 3), he deposed that he was 

in Hatsingimari during the incident and reached the place of occurrence after 

the incident. Therefore, he had admittedly not seen the quarrel at all. He had 

seen others taking away accused Montu. In fact, he claimed complete 

ignorance of the facts of this case. Therefore, there is complete lack of 

corroboration in between the depositions of the PW 1 with the depositions of 

the PW 2 and 3. Finally, although the informant claimed to have reached the 

place of occurrence himself and having seen his wife and child there, his own 

son (PW 6) deposed to the effect that he (informant) was working in 
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Meghalaya at the fateful period and was not present at the place of 

occurrence.  

 

21. The evidence of the PW 4 could not shed any light on the prosecution case. 

His knowledge about the facts of the case are admittedly hearsay in nature 

and hence cannot be taken up for consideration. Also, he had neither seen the 

victim or the accused persons at the place of occurrence. Likewise, the 

depositions of PW 9 and 10 indicate that their knowledge about the facts of 

the actual incident are also hearsay in nature and hence cannot be considered 

relevant. However, they did admit that they had seen the cut injury of the 

victim SonaliBibi @ Begum.  

 

22. The evidence of the alleged victim SonaliBibi (PW 5) also fails to corroborate 

with the deposition of the informant/PW 1. She had expressed that the 

accused persons had stripped her off her clothes and that accused Montu Sk. 

had tried to hit her neck with a Dao, facts that found no mention in the 

depositions of the informant or of any other witness on record. Her claim that 

one Adom Ali took her to a house and gave her water does not find 

corroboration in the evidence of any other witness either. Also, the 

prosecution had failed to enlist the said Adom Ali as a prosecution witness. 

The deposition of the PW 5 finds very little corroboration in the evidence of 

the other alleged victim in this case i.e. the PW 6 Sonaullah Sk. He had 

claimed that his younger brother Mazid was accompanying his mother during 

the time of the incident and that it was Mazid who had informed him about 

the incident. On the contrary, the PW 5 gives no indication that her son Mazid 

was there in the place of occurrence. Further, she had claimed that Sonaullah 

came there on hearing her cries. As per the PW 6, when he reached there, his 

mother was senseless and was lying there in a pool of blood. However, the 

PW 5’s deposition would indicate that she was very much in her senses when 

Sonaullah reached there and that she had seen the accused persons 

assaulting him. The evidence of Mazid (PW 7) indicates that he had 

accompanied his mother on that fateful day. However, contrary to the version 

of PW 6, he claimed that PW 6 Sonaullah was also travelling with him and his 

mother. Thus, there is no question of him having informed Sonaullah about 

the incident. In short, the evidence of the material witnesses PW 5, 6 and 7 

contradict each other regarding material particulars.   
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23. The PW 1 had claimed in his deposition that his son Sonaullah was attacked 

with sharp weapons in his back and ears. Sonaullah Sk. (PW 6) had claimed 

that accused Montu Sk. had stabbed him with a Dao on his left shoulder and 

that he had sustained a cut injury there. However, the Injury Report (Exhibit 

2) of the prosecution indicates that the injury to Sonaullah Sk. was simple in 

nature and it was caused by a blunt object only. Therefore, the oral 

depositions as regards the nature of injury and the type of weapon used are 

factually different from the medical examination report of the doctor.  

 

24. The prosecution had raised certain contradictions in the depositions of almost 

all the material witnesses in this case. These contradictions were elicited with 

respect to the previous statements of those very witnesses before the 

investigating agency. These contradictions were proved through the formal 

route of examination of the Investigating Officer of the case i.e. PW 12. Thus, 

it was proved by the defence that PW 1 Amir Ali had stated before the I.O. 

that Montu Sk. had stabbed his wife with a Sickle and not with a Dao. PW 2 

had omitted to state before the I.O. that the informant’s wife ran towards his 

house and that the accused persons were chasing her. He had further omitted 

to state before the police that he had seen blood on the hand of the 

informant’s wife. PW 5 had omitted to state before the police that the accused 

persons had stripped her and that accused Montu Sk. attempted to cut her 

neck with a Dao and that when she resisted the accused, she sustained 

injuries on her left hand. PW 6 and PW 7 had both stated before the police 

that they were not present when the occurrence took place. These 

contradictions would raise substantial questions regarding the believability and 

credibility of the prosecution witnesses. The learned counsel of the accused 

persons had raised a plea that the accused persons must be extended the 

benefit of doubt in view of such shaky testimonies. I find merit in his 

submissions. 

 

25. The Exhibit 1 is the Seizure List prepared by the investigating agency, as per 

which the PW 12 had seized an iron made ‘Dao’ from the place of occurrence. 

There are several points that have to be mentioned regarding the seizure. 

Firstly, the Exhibit 1 indicates that the seizure was made in connection with a 

G.D. Entry number and not a police case number. However, the prosecution 
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failed to produce the extract copy of the concerned G.D. Entry in court, which 

deals a severe blow to the prosecution case. Secondly, the Exhibit 1 mentions 

that the seizure was made from the place of occurrence itself. That claim is 

punctured by the deposition of the seizure witness i.e. the PW 8 who clarified 

that he had signed on the Exhibit in the Police Station only. Further, the 

seizure witness had no knowledge of the contents of the Exhibit 1. Also, the 

victim i.e. the PW 5 had claimed that her husband (informant) had handed 

over the Dao at the police station during the time of lodging of the FIR. 

Finally, although the seized item was enlisted in the Material Register, the 

prosecution failed to produce it in court while the seizure witnesses were 

being examined. Overall, I do not feel that the facts surrounding the seizure 

of the Dao have been proved by the prosecution at all. Another lapse of the 

investigating authority that came to the fore is their omission in seizing the 

clothes of the victims, which were blood stained as per claims of the victims 

themselves and certain other prosecution witnesses. 

 

26. The evidence of the PW 11 does not by itself salvage the prosecution case as 

because the opinion of a Medical Officer cannot be regarded as a piece of 

substantive evidence. It is relevant as an opinion of an ‘Expert’ and can at 

best be considered to be advisory in nature. The same is not binding upon the 

court in any manner. Therefore, such evidence may only be used for 

furthering the proof of a fact already established by the oral testimonies of the 

case. In this case, the oral testimonies have failed to point out unmistakably 

towards the guilt of the accused persons. Therefore, the injury report cannot 

be used to sustain a conviction of the accused when the substantive evidence 

does not point in that direction. Also, as stated earlier, there is a substantial 

difference in the nature of the injury of Sonaullah Sk. as per his deposition 

and the nature of his injury as per the Exhibit 2.Further, the victims were not 

accompanied by any police personnel and they had presented themselves for 

medical examination. This leaves a trail of suspicion regarding the identities of 

the examined victims. Finally, and most importantly, the PW 11 stated that he 

had examined the victims on 23.07.2009 and found injuries which were 0-24 

hours old. The FIR indicates that the incident happened on 27.06.2009 i.e. 

almost a month prior to the date of medical examination. Overall, the Injury 
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Report cannot be relied on or used to prove the charges against the accused 

persons.  

 

27. Inspite of the above discussion, there still remains a question as to why the 

accused persons were named as the perpetrators of the offence in this case. 

This question is all the more pertinent in view of the fact that almost all of the 

witnesses have indicated towards the fact that there was a cut injury in the 

left hand of the informant. The defence sought to explain this question by 

suggesting a previous enmity between the parties. On overall scrutiny of the 

facts and evidence before me, I cannot find any reason to discard that notion 

outright. Overall, inspite of the possible injury and hurt of the victim Sonali 

Begum, it could not be proved by the prosecution beyond doubts that this hurt 

or injury can be attributed to any overt act of any of the two accused persons 

facing trial in this case. 

 

28. In a criminal case the burden is always engraved on the prosecution to prove 

the guilt of the accused, that too beyond all reasonable doubts. The cardinal 

rule is that the evidence should point unmistakably towards the guilt of the 

accused and nothing else. In the presence of any probable hypothesis as 

regards the innocence of the accused person, he is fully entitled to the benefit 

of doubt. In this case, the prosecution evidence do not point towards the 

unassailable conclusion of the guilt of the accused persons and there are 

enough loopholes in the prosecution case which indicate that the accused 

persons may not be involved in the commission of the offence.In the end, 

because of the loopholes of the prosecution version and the probability of 

their innocence, the accused persons are entitled to the benefit of doubt. 

 

ORDER  

 

In view of the foregoing discussion and decisions, it is held that the 

prosecution has not been able to establish the guilt of the accused persons 

beyond all reasonable doubts. Accordingly, the accused persons 

namely,MONTU SK. and BASIRUL SK. @ ISLAMare acquitted of all the charges 

against themunder sections341/325/326/34of the Indian Penal Code and are 

set at liberty forthwith. 
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The bail bonds of the accused personsshall remain in force for 6(six) more   

months, in consonance with section 437-A of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure.The seized articles may be disposed off in accordance with the 

prescribed guidelines, in case they have not been granted in the ‘Zimma’ of 

their owners. 

This case is disposed off accordingly. 

 

 

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on thisthe 20th day of May,2019at 

Hatsingimari, Dhubri. 

 

 

ABHIJIT SAIKIA, 

                                                    JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS,  

HATSINGIMARI, DHUBRI. 
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Typed by me: AbhijitSaikia, JMFC, Hatsingimari, Dhubri. 

APPENDIX 

 

LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

1. Amir Ali(PW1). 

2. AbdusSamad (PW 2). 

3. Ibrahim Ali (PW 3). 

4. SuratZamal @ SuratZamanBhuyan(PW 4). 

5. SonaliBibi @ Begum (PW 5). 

6. Sonaullah Sk.(PW 6) 

7. Abdul Mazid @ Mazid Ali(PW 7) 

8. Abdul Hamid Sk. @ Ahmed Ali(PW 8) 

9. Soker Ali (PW 9) 

10. Kalam Sk.(PW 10) 

11. Dr. Raj Kumar Mahato (PW 11) (M.O.) 

12. S.I. Azahar Ali Sk.(PW 12) (I.O.) 

 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY PROSECUTION: 

1. EXHIBIT 1- Seizure List. 

2. EXHIBIT 1(1)-Signature of the PW 8. 

3. EXHIBIT 1(2) - Signature of the PW 12 (I.O.). 

4. EXHIBIT 2 – Injury Report. 

5. EXHIBIT 2(1) – Signature of the PW 11 (M.O.). 

6. EXHIBIT 2(2) – Signature of the PW 11 (M.O.). 

7. EXHIBIT 3 - Sketch Map.  

8. EXHIBIT 3(1) – Signature of PW 12 (I.O.). 

 

LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESSES: 

None. 

 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY DEFENCE:    
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None. 

G.R. 212/2009 

20.05.2019. 

 

The accused persons are present. 

The judgment is prepared in separate sheets, to be tagged together with 

the case record.The judgment is pronounced in open court, in presence of 

the accused persons, the learned counsel from the defence side as well as 

the Learned Assistant Public Prosecutor. 

In view of the discussion and decisions therein, it is held that the 

prosecution has not been able to establish the guilt of the accused persons 

beyond all reasonable doubts. Accordingly, the accused persons namely, 

MONTU SK. and BASIRUL SK. @ ISLAM are acquitted of all the charges 

against them under sections 341/325/326/34 of the Indian Penal Code and 

are set at liberty forthwith. 

The bail bonds of the accused persons shall remain in force for 6 (six) 

more   months, in consonance with section 437-A of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure. The seized articles may be disposed off in accordance with the 

prescribed guidelines, in case they have not been granted in the ‘Zimma’ 

of their owners. 

This case is disposed off accordingly. 

 




